
The time it takes for companies to manage vendor credentialing 
slows sales momentum and potentially raises compliance risk.

That's too much to keep track of.

Take the Fast Track to 
Efficiency in Vendor 
Credentialing
Turn it over to GHX Vendormate and keep 
your representatives in the express lane

There’s a 
better way: 

Some examples of what 
we have achieved for 
healthcare vendors:

Credentialing Managed Service can help keep your 
team customer-ready across multiple vendor credentialing 
organizations. From training to administrative support…
smart technologies to reporting and dashboards…our 
service helps you:

Take the on-ramp to speed up 
and sustain cost-savings with your 
vendor credentialing program.
 Contact GHX today at contactus@ghx.com

healthcare regulations.1 

A subset of these regulations 
are applicable to vendor 
credentialing.

There are 
already over

629 of health systems expect the 
burden of vendor compliance 
& enforcement to increase.293%

REDUCE 
denied badges and missed appointments

OPTIMIZE 
processes 

LOWER 
administrative costs

STRENGTHEN 
customer relationships

INCREASE 
credentialing compliance confidence 

40% 
increase in rep 
credentialing compliance 

+

Established a monitoring 
system to support a 

sales force growth
300%

reps 
credentialed for 

500 hospitals 
in just 

400 weeks 3 

1,300-rep 

Developed a 
credentialing compliance 
management solution for a 

sales team

1American Hospital Association, “Regulatory Overload Report,” 2017
2Orbees Medical Providers Vendor Credentialing Survey, 2020
32021 GHX External Data
4 Based on a company with 200 health system customers, 630 credentialed 
team members and 70% efficiency rate of GHX Credentialing Office.
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Leveraging Credentialing 
Managed Service can help save up to:

per rep 
annually4$1.2Mat a 

company level $1,956

An average med-device company 
spends a cumulative 21,358 hours 
on credentialing across Administrative, 
Human Resources and Sales Departments.3

For a company with 
500 sales reps, that's 
$767,000 worth 
of time each year not 
actively selling.


